


-• f d i t q r i a l — •• 
Summertime and the living is easy, you say? Bring out those lazy, hazy, crazy 

days of summer? No doubts some of us find time for laziness and yet others for h a z i ^ 
but who can escape the craziness? Not the determined few who were out haying in the 
scorching sun from dawn to dusk. Not anyone casually venturing onto the main road 
while the ferries are disgorging their hordes of touristmobiles which scatter across 
our fair island like a colony of army ants. Certainly not the poor ferry crews who 
are expected by some to never cease their shuttling to and fro. 

Summertime, in fact, is boom time hereabouts. Truckloads of new lumber keep 
appearing. Resident carpenters are reaping a windfall in building new houses and 
renovating old ones. The Community Hall is jumping virtually every night as various 
obscure (many justifiably so) entertainers clatter in to do their bit for culture and 
the performing arts. One Courtenay band, taking no chances on the musical dilletantism 
of residents, imported virtually its entire audience. Momentary exposure to their per-
formance validated the wisdom of such a precaution. Petty vandalism, imported and 
homegrown, continues to raise its pimply face. Almost everyone is deeply involved in 
the mysteries of vegetables, soil and water. Sugar and canning lids are the spoils of 
the most resourceful as canning time approaches and the corporations thumb their noses 
at apostles of self-sufficiency. The Pre-School, ousted from Elkhaven, is searching 
for a new home. The Fire and Emergency Committee (one wishes we could say Fire Brigade 
— it sounds so much more energetic!) is planning to build a firehall and possibly a 
clinic. The Island will soon be serviced with, and taxed for, a garbage pick-up. All 
Island houses are soon to be assigned street numbers by the Regional District. The 
McFarlane Farm slum continues to deteriorate while several new chock-a-block subdiv^-
isions are in the works. And so it goes. 

/ 

It is in summer that it becomes obvious how fast the community is growing. The 
same process, at an advanced stage, is occurring throughout the rapidly-developing 
Lomox Valley. The Regional District is beginning work on a Community Plan for the 

a comPlicated and too-long-postponed task, as is evident at the public 
meetings thus far held. The Community Planning Action Committee — a volunteer citizen 
group — has been applying steady, and unwelcome, pressure to the Regional Board to 
come ^P with imaginative planning geared to people rather than the standard developer-
oriented non-planning. New shopping plazas and the new bridge across the Courtenay 
River have given focus to varying definitions of "progress". 

The same task, the same hard choices, face residents of Denman Island. It has long 
^ r ^ o ^ that to ignore the need for overall.planning is to invite contin-
ued aouse ol the land and environment and ultimately a sorry deterioration of this 
I r ^ t ^ T ? * e a d i ly at hand. We are aware that some residents feel this, kind 
ol planning is superfluous, if n ot harmful. That it constitutes an unwelcome interfer-
ence in a natural process of growth and decay, and perhaps limits the possibility of 
better Iorms of living, a better community, evolving organically out of the present. ; 
There is some merit to the argument that one cannot legislate good taste or intelligence. 
However, it has yet to be proven that tourists, developers, government departments and 
consumers in general will muddle through in the best possible way if they are only left 
alone. The obstinate facts deny it. If planning fails, if it becomes only a negative 
and restrictive set of rules, then it is better done without. But perhaps, just per-
haps, it can do and be something better than that — a chance to incorporate the patt-
erns necessary for a harmony of man with nature into the inevitable evolution of this 
place. 

The obvious changes we are going through cannot but provoke a greater sense of 
community reponsibility. V/e are too much strangers to one another, our viewpoints too 
private and unspoken, our exposure to real community too rare. Maybe we need the lazy, 
hazy, crazy days of summer, times v/hen the living is easy. We also need days of per-
ceptive concentration on what is happening around us, openmindedness to new and old 
values and dedication to achieve a community in which the living is that much easier 
and more fruitful for us all. - 2 - -

g o r a e n / n g^mmmmmmm* 
This is getting silly; when I see corn like Flem Tromp's, tomatoes like Pat Piercy's, 

rhubarb like the Magson's, and weeds like mine, I really wonder who should be writing 
this article. Watching all the gardens growing like mad is great 1 There are a lot of 
folks on Denman who know a lot of facts about growing your uwn food, and with just a 
little prodding, they all like to share their knowledge. 

Ify first round of questions was about watering, With the recent heat wave, I was 
curious about how to most efficiently water our plants. Surprisingly, everyone agreed 
to all the following points? a) watering in the heat-of the day is almost totally useless, 
as evaporation takes the moisture away almost immediately. Watering is most efficiently .... ' 
done in the evening or on a dull day; b) growth of the plants is ideal when there is 
a balance of air and water in the soil. Roots mast always breathe, so constantly water-
logged soil^is not good; c) you should soak your garden soil when-watering is needed. 
Drench it, then l~av?. it till :.t is dry again. Growth is most active v/hen the soil is 
drying out. Roots rescuing down for moisture are vigorous and healthy. For those of 
us who have to haul water, keep yoiir garden soil loose by constantly hoeing and you'll 
save hundreds of trips to the well, .Marcus Isbister has grown several successful 
gardens without watering all summer long. 

Has anybody cut there had their young turnips mowed down? Probably the culprit 
is a little bugger called a flea beetle. This guy is not after the turnip fruit at 
all; but rather eats the greens when the plants are just young. They are"very, very 
common and their appetites will do in your turnips in a very short time. There appears 
to be two methods of dealing with the flea beetle. • The first deadly method i s to s p r i n k l e 
your very young plants with nicotine dust, which is apparently available at nurseries, 
feed stores etc. The second method is to plant your turnips after July 10 and they will 
be flea-beetle free. Don't ask me why folks, I just write here. 

Another garden varmint is the cut worm. His staple food is your cabbage. You might 
have come across his larva when you first started weeding; about long, semi trans-
parent, and growing in ring-, I ike sections, Ugly beast. Jack Parnell told me that he 
has seen entire cabbage.! eaten by cut worms Jn a matter of a few days. Apparently a 
common method of eliminating cut worms is to plant cabbage seeds in a tarpaper cylinder-, 
placed in sterilized soil. The soil can be sterilized by placing it briefly in your 
oven in trays under high heat, (is this getting silly?) This sterilization eliminates 
any mites which might already be in the soil, and the tarpaper apparently prevents any 
new worms-from approaching the new plant- The cylinder should be about 8" in diameter 
and 8" high. Bury it leaving 6" under the ground, and 2"above. Other tarpaper shapes 
and sizes were also suggested to me; this one was the most common. Another s u g g e s t e d 
method of eliminating cut worms was to spread mothballs around the vicinity of your 
cabbage plants„ 

Other local garden varmints surprisingly include caterpillars and earwigs, both of 
which molest any green leafy vegetables. Ilo suggestions on how to deal with them were 
received, but that information is available to anyone from the District A g r i c u l t u r e Office 
at the courthouse in Courtenay, along with information on any other aspect of gardening. 
A good source of knowledge if you have the tine0 

The only other major pest is the rust fly, who thrives on carrots and o n i o n s ( s o u n d s 
like a lot of us last winter). Nicotine dust is once again the poison that does the 
job. It is curious that there never used to be problems with the rust fly here because 
there never used to be one. It arrived among the first loads of refrigerated v e g e t a b l e s 
from Mexico and California. Now it's everywhere. Oh well, I'm sure we've given them 
something in exchange-. . : • 

Did you know yoa can check if your peas have worms by dumping them in a bucket of 
water. If they sink, they're all right; if they float give them to someone you don't 
love. 
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While we're hopping from place to place, did you know that Denman Island used to be 
famous for its fine turnips. The market for locally grown turnips was province-wide* 
including Vancouver. Local farmers grew acres and acres and acres of turnips. Things 
were going very well until the tanip worms started getting together. The first battle 
was handily won by the farmers, but unfortunately when the next season rolled around 
more poison was needed to do the worms in. This was done and the farmers won again 
until the next season and the next. The worms grew stronger with the poisons,the 
fanners grew more tired with the fight and the turnips grew more and more harmful to 
human bodies until they were judged by all health and agriculture authorities to be unrrc 
for people to eat. What a sad story. The farms are still resting today. Or are they 
retired? What a sad story. 

Want to hear a peom fromthe lips of none other than the already immortal scribe 
the vegetable garden, J*S. Parnell? 

Cultivate deep when corn is small, 
Cultivate shallow when corn is tall, 
Kill all weeds, big or small, 
Or else you'll have no corn at all. 

Plover gardens next time. See you then. 
Kel Kelly 

off 

• 

EVENTS: 
THERE "WAS"A RENACENT 1 

Yes - and in the Comox Valley too J Lewis Park was the scene of one of the nfcoest 
happenings in the Valley this year when the artists of the area came together with lower-
mainland creators in the true style of the 14th - 16th century village green faire. 

Stalls and booths quietly curved over the lawns of the park lending a grace to the | 
muted adornments of the vendors. Costumes of the period (15th century) were in great « 
evidence - gentlemen in laced and frilled .tunics and brilliant hose, topped their curls : 
with soft velvet caps putting one in mind of Leonardo d'Vincis. Ladies in long flowifcg 
gowns, graceful head dresses and jewelled fingers graced the scene. One almost expected 
the arrival of a horsedrawn coach with some great personage to set them all curtsying 
and bowing. 

Groups of very talented young people sprang up here and there in quiet musical 
groups setting a peaceful, harmonious mood with the soft notes of a flute complemented 
the aeitiy played quitars, balalaikas and mandolins - truly a gem of a situation if 

old and lovely insturments and music are your thing. An open air portable theatre withi 
some very imaginative productions interspersed by music groups and solo performers 
entertained and fascinated the audiences. The builder of said stage wandered about 
dressed in white pants and vivid scarlet embroidered vest - a gift from a friend ifa i 
Afganistan - looking for all the world like a magician who could set the whole soene 
turning with a snap of his fingers and a nod of his @urly daark head. 

Buyers of goods vied with one another to purchase the exquisite jewelery, beautiful 
jjaaidwoven cloth and garments, delicious food, wood crafts and colorful pottery of 
c0nsumate excellenoe and beauty; the latter a feather in the caps of the Denman Island 
Craftspeople, as well as visiting craftpersons, Denman Island Live Theatre was also 
well received when "Manfrog Travelling Troop" (ranging quite an age scale )put on a oir^u% 
production unrivalled on the grounds for ingenuity and child appeal. The madcap goings-
o n ^introduced by a debonaire ring master-included a confused fortune teller, a question-
abl© strong man - upstaged, to the delight of the children (young and old) by a vision 
form a shieks harem, a moonstruck MonkeySMan, and a Real I Live X first time in Court ena^J1 
flari Eating Pish 1 Unique music for the production was written, played and sung by 
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John Moreland and his autoharp. 

Gate charges of 01.00 for adults and .50 for children were the best buy in town that 
day with a large percentage of the populace "enjoying" for free, as the ability to pay or 
not was no hassle. 

A job well done I 
enjoy people. 

Keep up the good work 2 See you next year I hope. 
Cathy Monks 

People still 

R G l i m p s e i n t o t h e G o i f t e n R g 1 
Recently when major renovations wea?e undertaken on the upstairs roof and walls of 

our old house, my husband discovered a treasure trove of old papers and catalogues. The 
nucleus of the house had once been located up near the store and lived in by Elizabeth and, 
Eddie Graham. When we first moved ta this house 8 years ago, a wedding photo of the 
Grahams was found in the walls at the front when some adjustment., on a window was being 
done. The new find consisted in sum total-of 2 David Spencer, an^A.E. Rea & Co., and 
2 Montgomery Ross & Co. catalogues, dating 1910? a Marine Engineer's certificate dating 
1903; and a written paper on the course with the comment "very well done" from Edward 
Graham*s correspondence course instructor in Pennsylvania. 

As we leafed through the catalogues some of the items, prices, and styles seemed 
incredible. Little wonder the trend today is to reach back to the days when quality and 
utility came first. Men's Tweed and worsted suits ranged from 010 to 020, children's 
and misses boots 01, Men's Leckie work boots 02 to 07 - and they wore like iron, Women's 
dressep were anywhere from 01.49 for a "dainty summer dress" to 07.75 or up to 025 for a 
full suit with long pleated skirts and coats of the finest"- material. A pair of scissors 
cost .85, a spool of thread (that didn't brea- and have knots in it) could be had for 
.05, and a 18 K gold Tiffany wedding band set the groom back only 06. 

To furnish a home an Arcadian Malleable Wood Range cost 067.50* This range was -adver— 
tised as "made like a locomotive boiler, made with the best charcoal iron plates, castings 
not made of the common grey iron but of the highest quality malleable iron - with all the 
joints airtight". There were also wood ranges as low as 025 which were quite serviceable. 

In those wonderful days of 1910 kitchen chairs could be had for .45 each, a rocker 
for 01.75, and for a luxury item in the house a Japanese screen with 4 fold panels of 
strong black cloth worked in gold thread and colors in floral and bird designs.would cost 
you only 02.75. 

We noted as we thumbed through the catalogues that some of the early turn of the 
century styles are returning, the women's shoes and long dresses although not particularly 
practical,I suppose., are a nostalgic effort to recapture the past. Men's work clothes 
and shoe styles have not changed that much but we do note a tremendous change in quality 
01 home xiirnishing and hardware items, . . • ~ 

I think this world's golden age has probably passed. ^ father (now 86) says that he 
believes their generation lived in that age. Values were different then. Everyone worked. 
The young 01 tne family were expected to do certain chores from the time they were able. 
They, had no time for very much nimchief as many young people walked miles to school and 
when they arrived home had chores to do. When bedtime came they were ready for it. I 
Ehink probably the closest any of us will get to the golden age again is right here on 
Denman Island. This can only happen if development slows down and the type of person our 
island harbours makes for a good community. But who can control "types of people" - they 
come and go - all we can do I guess is show an example and if enough conservation minded 
people settle here, they will inevitably influence the others. 

DoraA Kirk 



THE C REENPEACE EXPERIMENTAL FARM 
I'd like to begin this article by briefly outlining the, objectives I have in mind 

while writing its 
1. To explain who/what the Greenpeace Experimental Farm(G.E.F.) is. 
2m To clarify our goals & our present status in relation to these goals. 
3. To substantiate or deny several rumors that have sprung up concerning us and/or 

the G.E.F., so as to eliminate any conflicting stories that may now exist about 
us or the G.E.F. 

4. To exchange information, ideas, and experience with you, the community, and to 
ask for "feedback" from you in relation to our plans. We're striving to make 
our goals and lifestyle compatible with the biogeophysical environment around 
us as well as with the socio-economic and political environment of our island 
community. Needless to say, the realization of these compatibilities will re-
quire a concerted mental and physical effort on our part but we hope that there 
•are others on Denman Island who share our Weltanschaung and that we can work 
together to achieve our common goals/dreams • 

The G.E.F. is a 10 acre tract of land which has been set aside fro^ a 60 acre farm, 
under the stewardship - of Marie and Jim Bohlen, as a place where particular ̂'experiments f 
systeiaa, and ideib relevant to the achievement of a personal lifestyle that is in harmony 
with the Earth and its inhabitants, may be tested and evaluated. At present the "who" 
of the G.E.F. consists of the Bohlenss Jim, Marie, and Lance, and Tom Lang. We are 
formally associated with the Brace Research Institute of McGill University (who conduct 
agricultural research, of a i-ow energy requirement, that can be utilized in the so-called 
underdeveloped nations) and informally associated with many environmental, agricultural 
and research organizations in N. America, primarily through personal friends of ours or 
through correspondence. 

Our immediate goal is to research, design, and construct the hardware and total 
life-support systems that are necessary to lead a; lifestyle that is comfortable, com- • 
patible with the delicate and dynamic processes and cycles of our environment and yet 
fulfills our physical, psychological, and aesthetic needs. We intend to achieve this goal 
within the context of a philosophical (and practically oriented) framework that stresses 
the maximum utilization of (local) renewable resources (e.g. wood, wind, water, sun) and 
the- minimum utilization of non-renewable resources (fossil fuels, chemical fertilizers, 
heavy power machinery). At present we are in what might te called the embryonic stage 
of development„ We are working on the basics -meeting our own physical survival needs, 
constimcting dwellings (a geodesic dome and two modified domes), growing our food staples 
and working out alternatives to the fuel and energy consuming devices that are still an 
integral part of our lives. 

Next, on to the rumors department - with a few yeas and nays that I'll handle as 
beiefly and concisely as possibles 
Rumor no. 1 - are we 'into1 Greenpeace? Yeah man, we're 'into' peace with all that's 
green....and more. Lest anyone feel that we constitute an overt threat to their high 
energy and materials consumptive lifestyle, I can emphatically state that we have no plans 
to establish any sort of Eco-Inquisition 16 crucify the plunderers of the planet, as we 
too have done our share of despoliation like everyone else. In other words, we axe not 
so presumptious as to imagine ourselves to fce in a holier-than-thou position - we axe 
working toward the same ultimate goal as you - to be healthy, comfortable, and secure with 
the least amount of effort and the most happyness and fulfillment in our lives. Our 
method of reaching this goal may differ from your method but we hope, at the very least, 
to share our successes (and failures) along the way and that others will do the same with 
us. 

Rumour no 9 2 — m, 
* The G.E.F. is funded by a large Federal Government Grant? Nay ! It 

would be helpful if we had a lot of cash backing us up but we don' t. The Farm is in cleaa? 
title, no debts etc. but we axe not wealthy £y any stretch of the imagination. All 

financing, to date, has been out of our own pockets but if any of you would like to make a 
contribution to the G.E.F. please feel free to do so. (Author's notes I did apply for 
a government grant last year in connection with the upcoming (1976) United Nations Confer-
ence on Human Habitats to be held in Vancouver, but the only thing I ever received from 
the gov't was a letter acknowledging receipt of my application.) 

Rumor no. 3s the G.E.F. will build a windmill? Yes indeed. We had hoped to com-
plete this project by September but a'lack of time and available: manpower (the chauvinistic 
term "manpower" also includes 'womanpower1) has forced us to postpone the initial work. 
This windmill will be of simple design, built primarily of local materials on site and 
designed to pump water - not to generate electricity. (We already have a device which can 
be used in our dwellings to produce our own electricity, on a small scale, as we need it 
...but more about this in a future Rag and Bone article.). 

Rumor no. The G.E.F. is going to have an aquaculture pond? Not a chance. There 
are several reasons why not, not the least of which is the fact that our subsoil won't 
hold water long enough to make a pond feasible. 

So far most of what I*ve presented in this article has been quite general in nature 
but I don't think I'll have enough space left to go into the details of specific projects 
we have done and plan to do - I'd like to save that for a future Rag and Bone articld. 
We have previously kept a "low profile" about ourselves and our activities on the G.E.F. 
because we felt it was best not to say too much until we had something "concrete" that 
we could show to people^ Perhaps that wes a mistake because by not saying much, rumors 
began to fill in the gaps between what we had said. Be that as it may, we are now beg-
inning to emerge from our cocoon and to prepare ourselves for all that lies before us. 
We will be stepping up our activities and hopefully our interaction with all of you, as 
soon as we have our own house in ordeiS. 

Greenpeacefully, 
Tom Lang 

B I RDM AIL : 
Editor, Rag & Bones 

I couldn't think of anything to say in appreciation of your magazine effort beyond 
contributing. So here's a list of feathered friends observed on Denman Island over the 
past year. Can anybody add to it? 

Rufous-sided towhee, chickadee, house wren, robin, cedar waxwing, starling, button's 
vireo, Nashville warbler, western tanager, American goldfinch, evening grosbeak, purple 
finch, house finch, pine siskin, Oregon junco, tree sparrow, chipping sparrow, white-
crowned sparrow, slate-coloured junco, eagle, heron, crane, raven, crow, ring-necked 
pheasant, spruce grouse, Swainson's hawk, flicker, pileated woodpecker; hairy woodpecker, 
downy woodpecker,/sapsucker, rufous hur.ir.iingbird, ruby-throated hummingbird, song sparrow, 
red-breasted nuthatch, screech owl, turkey vulture, Savannah sparrow, loon, kingfisher, 
Townsend solitaire, black and white warbler, fox sparrow, golden-crown sparrow, crossbills, 
hawk owl, golden crowned kinglet, ruby crowned kinglet, wheat ear, varied thrush, audobon's 
warbler, gilded flicker, Bewick wren, red-headed woodpecker, northern shrike, (gulls 
and ducks). 

Mrs. G, W. Giffen 
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cum- a gen ms. ren 
Hi, you there { Paint-hearted, philandering, female hen; 
Unworthy partner of the gallant wren. Where were you when 
He built in boxes and high trees your nuptial quilt -
A nesty sheltered life for testy helter-skelter wife? 
You, flighty Bewick, could do more to assist the house starts chore. 
(Where other birds build one the wren cakes four). 
Such impassioned haste 1 It would be ridiculous 
To say his work's meticulous 
But his real estate is love, sincere and delicate. 

Wilfully Ms Wren waits offstage, unseen,silently debating 
Ann Landers and the etiquette of mating 
While he gathers, flies and sings with a wild ecstasy that, .unrequited,, wrings 
The heart of me. But not yours, Ms Ungrateful Beady-eye. 
All day he thrusts his loot inside the nest and calls $ 
At night upon his unattended perch he falls. 
Perhaps he dreams of being henpecked, quarrelling 
And making up in secret wing to wing 
Or is he sick of all this. Work? For what? to be hit 
By" a cat in a garbage pit. 
To be mugged by a snake, conned by a cowbird on the maSte, 
An even worse thing, to be imitated by a cheap starling. 
Besides it's a bore to brood then hustle a month for extra food. 

You too, Ms Wren, in your hideout up yonder 
Must do some calculating. You ponder 
If this particular arrangement of sticks and straws, even cement 
Wet with underwing perspiration fits into your planned family operation. 
What price in feed and school. Take cost of living plus what she'll make 
Selling her favours to birds of a feather into. consideration together, 
Can she make ends meet? Or will they go for broke and end oil the flyway yo-yo 
Too tired to sing or tread a lover; not caring any more the one for the other. 
Jusijlike human beings being human. Better dust in the sun, play, feel 

' no rue man. 

But hark, His song again, so high, so glad, so long I 
Ms. Wren, I see you on your cedar bough. 
Please answer now. gwg 
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First, as a postscript to the last recipes I gave you for stinging nettles here is a 
recipe I found in the Island Star. 
Nettle Beers Cook 2 quarts of nettle leaves,1 sliced lemon,and one ounce ginger root in 
one gallon water for 45 niin. After cooking, strain and allow the mixture to cool to 
lukewarm. Add one cup brown sugar and 1 tbsp yeast. When this has dissolved, bottle 
and store in a dark warm place for 5 days. Then refrigerate and serve cold. Good for 
rheumatism and gout. 

And while we're on the subject of drinking, herefs some good cold and hot drinks. 
Hibiscus - Mint Brink; This is a very refreshing cold drink for the summer. To 1 quart 
boiling water add 3 tbsp hibiscus flowers, 6 tbsp crushed mint, J cup honey. Mix well 
and allow to cool. Strain and serve ice cold. 
LEMONADE__ SYRUP; (or you can use limes) Boil for 5 min. in 1 c. water the rind of 2 
lemons cut into thin strips. Strain out peel and add 1% c. honey. Boil till honey is 
dissolved. Remove from heat and add juice from 6 lemons. Mix well and store in cool 
place. Use 2 tbsp syrup to 1 glass water or to taste. 
APPLE LEMONADE; Wash apples and dice using everything, including skin and core. Cook 
with enough water to cover, strain through a cloth (a diaper is good), and add %j c. honey 
or 1 c. sugar for each cup of juice. Dissolve honey in juice and cool. Pill glass £ full 
of apple syrup, add the juice of ̂  lemon and fill with ice and water. 
CURRANT LEMONADE; Cook % c. honey with 4 cups currants until fruit is soft. Add 1 c. 
water, strain and cool. Allow J lemon and -J- glass currant syrup for each serving. Pill 
glass with ice water. 
PLUM BRINK; I use the little red plums of the Japanese plujp tree for this. I imagine 
you could use any fruit. Mash or squish a pot of plums. Cover over with water. Boil 
till fruit is soft adding water if necessary. Strain and sweeten to taste. 
QUAKER BRINK; Crush 3 sprigs of mint in a pitcher. Squeeze in the juice of 3 lemons 
and 3 oranges. Add 3 cups of tea with tsp. ginger in it. Add 2 cups water - chill. 
WATERMELON JUICE; Porce watermelon through fine strainer. Babies love this, 
WILD GREENS PUNCH DE LUXE; I haven't made this but it sounds good. Pour % gallon 
boiling water over 1-g- quarts of shredded wild greens, 1 strip orange rind" and one strip 
lemon rind. The greens can be from the following; ccmfrey, dandelion, lamtis quarters, 
nettles, wild strawberry leaves, lemon geranium, water cress, rose petals, squash blossoms, 
chickweed, pur a lane or nasturtium flowers. Bring mixture to boil then simmer 2Q. min. 
Strain and sweeten with honey while hot. Add lean frozen orange juice concentrate and 
make up to 1 gallon with appBe juice or pinapple juice. 

HOT DRINKS 
FIR TEA; Pick the young green tips of the fir trees - enough to fill your tea pot, then 
cover with boiling water. Sweeten with honey. 
CAMOMILE TEA; There is wild camomile growing along the sides of all the roads. It has a 
round yellow flower and ferny leaves kind of like carrot tops and it smalls like - -
camomile ! Make the same way you make Fir Tea. 
CLOVER TEA; Cover a pot full of red clover flowers with boiling water - sweeten with honey. 

RHUBARB WINE 
10 lbs. rhubarb, 2 gallons water, sugar, finely peeled rind of 1 orange and 1 lemon, 
i oz. ginger root, J oz, isinglass. Wipe rhubarb; "cut in small pieces and place in 
large crock. Add cold water, cover closely and leave for 5 days. After this time strain 
liquid off through sieve or jelly bag. Press liquid out of pulp. Measure liquid. Allow 
3i to 3t lb. sugar to each gallon (l lb !is 2 cups) amount depending on the acidity of 
the fruit. Stir well and leave for 5 days stirring it twice daily. On the fifth day 
pour liquid into a clean cask, dissolve isinglass in a little warm water, add this, the 
ginger root and the orange and lemon rinds. Cover tightly with a cloth. When liquid 
ceases to work or bubble, remove ginger and lejion and orange rind and bottle. Leave 
for 6 to 12 month. 

Well, thats it for this issue. If anyone out there has any recipes or ideas for 
this cooking column they would be greatly appreciated. Thanks and love, 
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C o o / , Clear Water 
"Water, water every where, 
Nor any drop to drink," 

- S-T Coleridge, The_ Ancient Mariner 
Maybe it's the heat this summer, or noticeable wilting in the vegetable patch, or 

simply the unexcelled delight of a clear cold glass of water in the midst of dusty 
summer labour; whatever the reason, it seems we're settling into a period of protracted 
trench warfare over water supplies and the two Island lakes. The disreputable type of 
developers these places attract are demonstrating an almost manic cutthroatedness so 
eager are they to get first crack at the scant available fresh water. Now that all small 
lot subdivisions must have a water system installed the rush is on to suck and drain 
every last drop — slam down deep wells, drain the lakes, pray for rain at inspection 
time. The old equation we've all learned to love (land=money) has to be replaced by the 
more sophisticated land+water=money. Was this the meaning intended by Thomas Fuller, 
writing 'way back in 5451 in "Gnomologia", when he penned "We never know the worth of 
water till the well is dry"? 

• e 
Phase One of the Chickadee Lake Campaign has ended, mercifully but not satisfactor-

ily. On the plus side we must list the encouraging number of concerned citizens who par-
ticipated in the public meeting and ballot. Likewise, praise should go to the Ratepayers 
the Trustees & the Women's Institute for their sincere and sensitive defence of the 
watershed. It was imperative that the Special Meeting give the elusive Kr. Gray of Weld-
wood an unmistakeable message that we would like a small recreation area, but were 
unalterably opposed to anything that would cause a major disruption to the lake and 
surrounding area. That dignified voice of community ociicern.. could have carried on quite 
nicely without the added delights of grandstanding, adolescent jibing, abuse of elected 
office or other scurrilous distractions that let Gray off the hook and out the door 
with nothing decided. 

Weldwood, having escaped somewhat the prospect of dealing with a united community, has 
agreed to put in the facilities approved by vote and is attempting to negotiate a road 
lease through the old McKay Farm. They have shown little interest in using a public 
access route connected to Wren Road which would bypass the lake entirely, and have turn-
ed thumbs down on an Advisory Planning Commission request to consider limiting public 
access to their tree farms to hiking and horseback riding. The APC envisaged a high-
quality, low-impact Forest Park (in which normal logging would continue) not unlike Hell-
iwell Park on Hornby. This was part of a larger plan to cut down on tourist automobile 
traffic, wider roads, big/er ferries etc. And to preserve the watershed. Weldwood's most 
recent letter notes % "Elimination of vehicular traffic on our lands would stop access 
for many present (and future) Denman residents to their homes.... We feel that our lands 
can best serve Weldwood of Canada, the majority of the residents of Denman Island and^ 
the other people of B.C. by providing free access to our lands for fishing, sight-seeing, 
hiking, boating, hunting, forestry, picknicking, etc." There are, of course, already 
campers lighting fires up the east side of the lake and beyond. Interestingly enough, a 
road has recently been upgraded from Chickadee Lake to Komas Bluffs. And that, friends, 
despite reassuring words to the contrary, is what it has been about all along. Let's hope 
those who can't see the forest for trees, or the lake for nakedness, enjoy the drive. 

e 
While so much energy was being directed towards preserving Chickadee, poor old 

Graham Lake was being further exploited by a character who did his bit to the Chickadee 
Lake watershed a few years back. Nowhere near so adroit as Mr. Gray but equally effic-
ient, Frank Rainsford (strange how closely connected with water that surname is) finds 
himself again up to his hip waders in dirt and controversy. Briefly, his original McFar-
lane subdivision (even that odious word somehow seems too polite) is serviced by a water 
supply system that is licensed to draw up to 30,000 gallons per day from Graham Lake. 
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Total cost = 030.00 per year. His second subdivision, almost as tastefully designed as 
"The Strip", contains some small lots to which water must be piped, llo problem; let's 
just suck another 10,000 gallons per day out of the lake, The Trustees objected and the 
members of the existing water utility objected. The latter were effectively neutralized 
at a recent meeting in which Rainsford produced a bag of proxy votes from absentee own-
ers (each of whom, carefully selected, had received a nice letter from Frank). The form-
er were simply ignored by the Comptroller of Water Rights. Both the Trustees and the 
APC have sent stiffly worded notes to the complacent Comptroller and a Trust-Water Right 
meeting is set for August 5th. 

Meanwhile, it is said by people who know the lake well that it is in poor shape 
already. Apparently the first water system, v/hich is gravity fed, required some blasting 
that may have opened seams in the rock subsurface allowing water to seep out and away. 
The lake, anyway, is at an obviously low level. There's never been an adequate inven-
tory done on either lake and no one really knows what sort of recovery rate Grciham has. 
Furthermore, none of the present or projected utility users are metered, so a few splash 
happy summer suburbanites could water their lawns all day and night until the lake runs 
dry. This, while many long-time Denman residents, people who've loved their land and 
worked it and raised a family on its produce, are forced to rely on poor shallow wells 
v/hich may go dry in summer. 

It should by now be clearly understood that both lakes are community resources. 
They belong to the people of the Island and Province. They must be carefully managed 
for their intrinsic value and for the maximum benefit of the people. No logging outfit 
and no speculator has any right to destroy, defile or alter either lake for their own 
purposes. And neither does any individual... The lakes belong to all of us. To protect 
them is not only a right, but' also a duty. Such matters cannot be left to chance or the 
goodwill of opportunists. Perhaps it is time we stopped reacting and sta.rted acting 
positively in defence of the watersheds, the coastline and other areas of value. 

D.K. 

i l l t a k e it b J a _ c _ k 
What iss a natural plant substance that is known to be a central nervous system 

stjjnulant that can reduce fatigue and srowsiness, improve the ability of the mind to 
think faster, sharpen the senses, and appreciably reduce reaction time? The pharmacol-
ogical answer iss caffeine I Caffeine is a natural plant substance found in snail amounts 
in coffee beans, tea leaves, cocoa, beans and kola nuts. When brewed into beverages 
varying amounts of the caffeine go into solution; coffee, tea, hot cholcoate ( or 
chocolate bars) and coca cola. 

How much caffeine does a 5 oz, cup of roasted and brewed coffee contain? 80-120 mg. 
Instant coffee 

66 
-99mg; leaf tea 30-60mg; cocoa 42 mg; 4 chocolate bars 80—lOOmg. 

Kids who chug-a-lug- 10 oz. bottles of cola "pop" soak up 40 mg. of ca„ffeine per bottle, 
<&r 2 bottles coke * 1 cup of coffee. 

V/hat else does caffeine do or not do? Well, because of its short half life in the 
beady, caffeine cannot build up to toxic levels. Actually if you did want to commit 
suicide through caffeine overdose you would have to accumulate 10 grams of caffeine in 
your body - but then that's equivalent to 100 cups of coffee and it's virtually 
impossible to reach that concentration by drinking coffee, since caffeine isn't cumulative 
in the hu$an body . It is metabolized at a rate of 13% per hour and is rapidly excreted. 

Well that's fine but would you be i n t e r e s t e d to know that in the 18th century 
doctors in Germany said that coffee v/ould cause sterility in women. Well then how about 
remembering v/hen Grandad of Grandma always warned children, like you, that "coffee will 
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stunt your growth" - usually as they earnestly .sipped, their blackened coffee between 
stained spaced teeth their eyes mesmerized by the concentric circles raying from their 
lips? 

O.K., caffeine causes increased stomach acidity which causes farting or burping 
which eventually leads to a diminishing number of friends. It also hasn't been proven 
to cause either heart problems or bladder cancer. Consumed in large quantities, caffeine 
is known to bring on erratic heartbeat, alter the hearts tempo and incur speed breathing. 
It can interfere v/ith sleep, raise blood pressure and body temperature. However, it does 
seem to affect different individuals in different ways. Caffeine, for instance, has 
been shown to increase free fatty acids in the bloodstream. The same effect also can be 
in some people after eating a good meal, watching an exciting movie, playing sports or 
even engaging in sexual activity (choose the one that appeals). 

Can you become a coffee "adict"? According to Dr. M. Seevers of the University of 
Michigan Dept. of Pharmacology, "No physical dependence occurs with any of the psychomotor 
stimulants. Dependence on stimulants as opposed to depressants (alcohol and opiates) 
reflects a desire for reward, not physical need". 

Coffee has also been proven to be rather ineffective at sobering up a drunk but it 
apparently helps rabbitmarijuana users come down from a high. You see, a group of 
researchers at the University of Arizona gave THC, the active ingredient in marijuana, 
to a group of rabbits. The rabbits displayed all of the brain wave activity that is 
characteristic of marijuana use. After administration of caffeine, the rabbits' brain 
v/aves and behaviour quickly returned to normal. 

ibid with that final bit of trivia I thank Science Digest (June, July 1975) for all °f this I ~ 
P.B. 

P R E- SCHOOL I 
After tv/o years of successful operation at Elkhaven, the Pre-School is homeless. 

Having started from nothing - e x c e p t a. bunch of eager youngsters and dedicated parent/ 
teachers - having gone through the maize of government funding, health regulations and 
beginning to develop programs to- satisfy various needs and expectations, the Pre-School 
faces the gloomy prospect of not being able to continue from shere lack of a place. 

Elkhaven is no longer available and several alternative locations have thus far 
proverm to Lo inappropreate cr unavailable. The cost of erecting an adequate facility 
is prohibitive, and the tine available too brief. The staff is currently i n v e s t i g a t i n g 
the possibility of obtaining a pre-fab or trailer to serve as temporary accommodation. 
Fifteen little people, from 3-6 years old,are hoping some solution can be found that 
will enable then to re-gather in the Fall for learning, sharing, and growing together. 

The value of this, or any, pre-school is beyond dispute. First grade teachers 
rejoice that their new pupils have already mastered basic learning skills in pre-school 
and kindergarten. A young child's mind is a far more facile learning instrument than it 
v/ill ever again be in later life. Beyond this, a child's healthy emotional and social 
development requires familiar interaction with a varied peer group in a creative setting. 
A pre-school is not subsidized babysitting - it is, or should be, a vital resource through 
which a child learns r.iore about, and begins defining his/her place in the mysterious 
world he/her inhabits. 

It is to be hoped that sone v/ay is found by. v/hich the Denman Pre-School can continue. 
If our . children cannot benefit from our being-together, then who shall? 

S.Ko 
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BOOK . REVIEW 
Sugar and spice and everything nice . . .• . 
Thats what little girls are made of, 

That is, potential cheesecake. From the tine her mother unfolds the pink blanketed, 
tiny bundle amid cries of "Oh, isn't she pretty", to the tine she is able to read in 
countless ads that "I-liake-up is magic ! It can transform you, it can create the illusion of 
perfect feninine beauty that every v/onan longs for", she is eneshed in the web of wonans 
frantic pursuit of "beauty. And at the sane tine that she is being worshipped as the fair 
sex, she-is ironically being told that her "beauty" needs painting, plucking, dying, 
lifting, padding, curling, shaving, shaping.. .and the final insult, vaginal deodorizing. 
She never gives up - roughed, moisturized, hornoned, corseted, she dies. 

Many women are actively.pursring a new identity. They have realized that fashionable 
appearance is not necessarily an indication of personal sexiness but merely the current 
dictate of what arouses nen. The modern wonans "freedon" to casually expose a lot of her 
body in plunging neck-lines and see-thru fabrics nost often does not signify her sexual 
liberation but only her obsessive desire to please nen. Real liberation consits.in re-
jecting these chaining age old customs and assumptions and in turn gaining a chance of 
becoming happy, healthy, fully functioning human beings, able to experience our minds.: 
and bodies joyfully. Barbara Seaman, in her book Free and Female, deals with the body 
issues. 

In an honest, meaningful, and often humerous way Barbara Seanan explores the female 
body and female sexuality as subject, not object. The book serves to c o u n t e r a c t the 
misinformation given by people (99# of the men) trying - and unfortunately s u c c e s s f u l l y 
so - to cash in on the rising tide of fbe:̂ 'female sexuality" market. Throughout the book 
I was reassuringly given the sense that the author knows pretty well what she' s talking 
about. Her facts we re scrupuluEî ybacked by researched and documented footnotes and 
references, and it's'one of the very few books I've read where the footnotes were equally 
as readable as the main text. 

Before anyone gets disgruntled thinking the book is another feminist tirade (that 
unfortunately many are want to do at the mere mention of the word "feminist"), let me slip 
in here that a militant feminist Barbara Seanan is not. Which was ny major gripe about the 
book - not that she "is or isn't", but that she subtley makes sure to let you know, that she 
isn't, which only serves to reinforce that "we-they" concept. The self awareness needed 
for trae liberation is difficult to achieve unless women support each other in exploring 
their own true feelings and needs. 

The first part of the book deals with the female sexual drive - that to be truly 
free we oust discover and.express our own sexuality, without shame or inhibition, and 
certainly without faking it. Sex research, notably that of Masters and Johnson,has 
established that the sexual capacity of the female is as great and probably greater 
as that of the male5 and anthropologists have established that, even today in some cultures 
the Gnomous sexual capacity of the J female is simply taken for granted. One of the 
examples given is the Mangaians. of the Polynesian Islands, where serious sex education of 
the Wangaian boy begins in early adolescence. Detailed formal instruction concerning 
techniques of lovenaking is followed by lengthy practical excercises with an experienced 
woman, A boy is initiated into manhood only after a considerable length of training 
to sensitively fulfill a woman sexually. (Where was this Mangaian youth while I was 
bumbling about in the back seat of cars l) The culture is convinced that if a woman is 
aroused and not sexually satisfied, nervous tension, headaches and similar disorders are 
the natural outcome. 

Seaman also explores the theories of Dr. Mary Serfey's. Her hypothesis, which is 
attracting a number of refutable adherents; Potentially women may well have an insatiable 
sex drive and that "all hell could break loose as more and more modern women come to 
recognize - even to dare suspect - v/hat a vast sexual capacity they have..,The forceful 
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supression of woman's inordinate sexual drive was a prerequisite to the dawn of every 
modern civilization and almost every living culture. Primitive sexual drive was too strong, 
too susceptible to the fluctuating extremes of an impelling, aggressive eroticism 'to 
withstand the disciplined requirements of settled family life...It could well be that the 
"oversexed woman is actually exhibiting a nornal sexuality - although because of it her 
integration into.her society may leave much to be desired.. .this hypothesis will cone as 
no "great shock to many women who consciously realize or intuitively sense their lack of 
satiation." If not shock, then certainly relief. 

And as for that perennially misunderstood, nuch abused "did you or didn't you" topic, 
^ the female orgasm, this book makes an attempt to clear up the myths and lies about female 

genital anatomy that are so widespread and harmful to women. I think I'll throw up if 
I see one more laundromat magazine article flogging the vaginal vs clitoral arguement J 
Without proper information women have long considered their own sexual experiences as 
"different" and themselves often inadequate. A woman who finds the sex myths do not 
describe her own experience nevertheless often assumes they do describe those of other 
women, Nov; that women are beginning to compare notes they are discovering that their 

• experiences are remarkably similar. "In the process of exposing the myths and lies, 
women are Mpccvaring' that-ift is not they who have individual sex problems; it is society 
that has one big political problem". I v/as disappointed in the catchy, often coy way 
Seaman presented this kind of information, gathered from personal interviews with other 
women. Sub titles like "100 Sensuous V/onen - Part I" and the remarks she choose to print, 
I found often irrelevant and certainly distracting from the nain theme of her book. 

The latter half of the book I found more powerful and felt it was in the health r e l a t e d 
areas that Barbara Seaman really knows her stuff. She deals with pregnancy, c h i l d b i r t h , 

I VD, and contraception and it left me astonished. And furious. Why, at age 30 and a person 
concerned about my body, am I receiving this kind of infornation now. I v/as left feeling 
abused and put down by the medical profession (not that I haven't experienced that feeling 
in so many little ways before during doctor visits), but also significantly more informed 
so that I won't let myself be subject to that kind of treatment again. We can insist 
on being treated as full partners in our own health. 

And if you doubt v/hat your male gynecologist's attitude probably, is toward you, you 
need only to see how the prescription drugs they hand out - especially birth control pills, 
hormone therapy, and tranquilizers - are advertised in medical journals. The doctors 
aren't actually writing these ads but tho pharmaceutical companies would drop then if they 
weren't such a selling ginic with the doctors. A sign in a Maryland gynecologists 
office reads "You rape em, we scrape em". 

Most doctors are reluctant to go along with natural childbirth under any circumstances. 
"Why are American women shaved, humiliated, drugged, painted, and stuck in stirups to 
deliver their babies? Why arc they pinned in a position which is totally unnatural and 
inconvenient for the mother?" In other cultures there are five different positions women 
dan assume for delivery, squatting and laying on ones side seemingly more advantagious for 
mother and child. The "American" position it was reported to the Society of Gynecologic 
Investigation, "has the tendancy to raise the mothers blood pressure in the critical 
area of the placenta.. .as the blood backs up (fron pressure from the weight of the womb) 
it can cut off umbilical circulation by creating distention in the placenta". United 
Nations figures show our mortality figures for mothers and babies are a marked a m o u n t 
higher than in most other industrial countries. It is a myth that pregnant women in our 
culture receive the best medical care available. 

The problems are many. Whether it is childbirth, birth control, pregnancy or whatever, 
nothing is going to change until women themselves in increasing numbers become informed 
and are willing to act upon the infornation that they're receiving. A book like this 
has a lot of infornation for anyone who wants to be^in that process. It is available in 
the Courtenay library. _ , ^ , 

^ Sandy Kennedy 



by laws — 
Here, in sumery form, are the anendnents to the Dennan Bylaws as prepared by the 

Advisory Planning Connission after a public nee ting. Further anendnents to correspond 
with the Connunity Plan will be proposed later; 

Subdivision! District "A" changed fron one lot per five acres to one per ten acres• 
Mininun lot size in District "A" increased to three acres. 
Where required, proof of water oust be obtained between July & September. 

Zoning s Only one single fanily residence permitted on lots two stores or smaller. ̂  
On lots between two and ten acres, one residence and an additional dwelling 
> not to exceed 400 square, feet. 

On lots of nore than ten acres, two dwellings for each ten acres. 
No building or septic tank within 250 feet of either lake. 
Multiple family dwellings not perî itted. 
Built-up septic tank fields prohibited. Percolation test to take place 

between October & April. 
And this comment fron an interested ..observers •.: v. 

t h e A R C n u m . b e r s g a m e 
I spent a pleasant evening a few weeks ago listening at a neeting called by the 

APC to inforn us of the hows and whys and-whens of their planning so far. They asked 
us for feedback and to a certain extent they got it. Directly it was mostly nitpicking 
stuff, but indirectly I think they were aware of an appreciation of their problems and 
efforts and an encouragenent to continue.- The understatement is my own,, but understate-
ment was the mood of the audience also. Figures; :6f eight, ten, fifteen, twenty and nore 
thousands for the potential population of the Island were being repeatedly tossed at us 
without seriously arousing anyone to return the rhetoric. The part of ne that wanted to 
talk kept muttering "bullshit" to these projections, but the other side of ne that would 
have to stand up and. defend such an imprecation held ne to ny seat. It is unfortunately 
very easy to create these potential population figures by adding together all the various 
possibilities according to the relevant bylaws, but the assessment created is dishonest. 
What could happen if, and if, and if, repeated endlessly. Yet take those ifs one by one, 
respond to then honestly, and these potential figures would dwindle radically. Also ack-
nowledge that these 1 figures' are indeed people who also need a place where a house can 
be built and a garden will grow with sufficient water for these needs. People who will 
have to find sone way of providing thenselves with an incone while living, on an island. 
I just don't think these figures are realistic enough to be useful for planning the 
developnent of the Island. If they have a use it is to illustrate the absurdity of our 
situation and provide justification for a serious study of what is actually happening 
here, where it seens to be heading, and what people want. If the Department of Health 
can sponsor a study to see if a clinic is justified, surely there should be funds for a. 
study on the much larger issue of island developnent. Por myself, I would be seriously 
surprised if the population of this island nade it to a thousand in the next ten years. 
Por ne the question is whether these thousand people will be accoonodated by spreading 
then thinly over the island, widening and paving all the roads, and having a hundred car 
ferry, or whether in the process of developnent we can draw ourselves into closer conn-
unities. The latter is a natural course on an island the size of this, provided we do 
not hinder it by paranoia about what is, or night be, happening. The APC provided us 
with an example of this with their suggestions for nodifying the bylaws concerning the 
nunber of dwelling places that can be built-on a lot. Generally they were aiming for one 
fanily per lot or two per ten acres, a situation which would probably suit the greater 
.majority majority of people who do, or would want to, live here. Little is achieved in 
terms of restricting the population, yet the potential for snail connunity developments 
is wiped out. No development' <bn the Island would seen to justify these restrictions, and 
the sole justification presented by the APC was that they could reduce their population 
figures by a factor of four. In practice it night at best achieve a ten percent 

r e d u c t i o n , because there are simply few people who want to share their property, and for 
•fcliose willing to share, sharing doesn't come easily or cheaply. If, as the APC suggested, 
b y l a w changes can be effected in three months or so then they should limit their efforts 
•fco where immediate effect is necessary. I applaud their efforts at the meeting, I 
a p p l a u d them for having the meeting, I urge them to have more. I especially urge them 
t o search for ways and means to get a sec Lous planning study happening and to leave 
fcliose phoney lumbers in the garbage where they belong. 

Robbie Newton 

ro mi s.o n a s f o r t h e . d e a d . 
* • * — » 

"vision" 
In this house of. skin, rag and. feather the olooa of ancients mx°ana tumbles 

with the sea, 
falls from the curtains of history 

like rain, a red scream oter the brain. 
Drifting, both feet in the grave, 

. I walk through a. shadow in the fire 
we touch ankles, trip, hit the earth. 
I crawl past his closed eyes into his throat 
where we walk the long rope connecting us 

sing the drunk song o;fi the coyote 
wander naked, knee to knee 

burnt with sun 
lights flicker way up above us 

pinprieking into heaven 
Suddenly the fire spurts and clnaces 

falls°§owneaninSi§s Sisae^u5ly of scars-
a gash from a knife across his belly 

two fingers missing 
• deep, purple lines curving like alders 

from chin to brow 
in a rake across his cheeks 

weather beaten 
tough 

hard and dry like the desert, 
the effect of memory, 

the coarse braid tossed carelessly over his shoulder 
Silence . . . 
I cannot get inside his eyes. 

In an eternal gaze, there on the brink of dawn, 
the dead holds the living powerless. Speechless. 

It is an act of mercy, a storming of the senses 
to bring us back to our origins 

those footprints behind us 
bumping, like bones, in the night. 

Michael Coyote 
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f RUMOURS. GALORE % 
..... -Sports from sone of our nore avid hummingbird observers Indicate the lovely 
little creatures are far less numerous than they have been in recent years. Also, G.W. 
reports a noticeable drop in the barn swallow population. Most likely theorys migrating 
species, such as these two, are being ravaged by DDT and other pesticides in Mexico 
and California 
..... Filed prominently in our Consummate Bad Taste Department is the accusation 
recently levelled against a popular local statesman that he had lurched into the camp 
of radical leftists in return for anorous adventures with young female members of the 
Communist Conspiracy. Area psychologists are intrigued with this delusion as an almost-
perfect synthesis of paranoia and repressed sexual fantasy..... 
,.. .. Along the same lines came a stiff reprimand to the residents of Pickle's road 
who were accused of feeding fertility pills to the beavers in a baldfaced attempt to 
undermine the Highways Dep't bridge-building endeavour. The Catholic members of the 
accused were particularly shaken because pills (to stop or multiply) are a no-no in 
Papist circles. A Papal Bull threatening excommunication to anyone counselling fertility 
manipulation of any kind (other than the Rythm Method - never very popular with beavers) 
has been posted on the new bridge which, despite a certain appearance of overkill, has 
been well constructed and will, we hope, serve Island needs for years to come 
..... A keen-eyed observer reports that at least 65 persons swan in and frolicked near 
Chickadee Lake on a hot summer day recently. This was, of course, prior to the open-
ing of the new recreation facilities there and prior to rampant rumours that swimmers 
were coming down v/ith various contagious diseases being spread in the lake. In addition 
to the constant menace of leeches, we now hear tales of mites, stap'h and scabies. One 
report claims a disease-free water sample was taken, another claimed that the dread 
horrors passed through mucus slithering in the wrter, thus making a random sample check 
invalid. So, take your pick, take your chances, or take to the salt chuck..... 
..... Our condolences to the Raes whose lovely home v/as destroyed by fire recently. 
The only recompense for such disasters hereabouts is that they invariably bring out the 
best in the neighbours 

One opportunist real-estate ha,v/ker, who had obviously not been instructed as 
clearly as had local craftspersons that the Oyster Festival is not a commercial event, 
handily peddled 5 of his 10 lots on Festival day. The rich get richer 

However, bygones being bygones, we applaud the new Community Club initiatives 
in social p r o g r a m i n g . The D.I. S o f t b a l l team looks p a r t i c u l a r l y i m p r e s s i v e a f t e r i t s 
r i g o r o u s t r a i n i n g 
. o.. 0 The Fire Committee has made application to obtain the small piece of Crown Land 
near the school, originally set aside for a teacherage. Present plans call for a fire 
hall to accommodate the two trucks with the possibility of adding a medical clinic. 
We trust there'll be an upstairs room in which volunteer f i r e f i g h t e r s c a n p l a y p o k e r 
a n d a p o l e d o w n w h i c h to 3 l i d e w h e n the siren goes..,. Only remaining question is 
whether "downtown" will he at the store, the firehall/school/clinic, the McFarlane Strip 
or all three 
..... And while new things come, old things gos saw a pick-up the other day — getting 
off the ferry at Buckley Bay — loaded down v/ith old cedar rail fencing. A mysterious 
car has also been spotted hauling off 3 or 4 rails at a time. Ripping off the local 
heritage is something to rail about. Seems to us cedar logs, wedges and a sledge aren't 
yet obsolete. Of course, that's the hard way..... 

Quote of the Month goes to Frank Rainsford who, having put McFarlane Farm and 
Graham Lake through some major changes v/ithout applying for a. development permit, 
replied to the question "How's your subdivision coming along?" with this gems "Just 
fine. Some of the yokels are trying to cause trouble, but it's not a problem.".... 
..... And to finish on a slightly brighter notes rumours are rife that the Community 
Club is installing a one-night-a-week pub at the Hall. Apparently tea will be served 
for the non-alcoholics. Bottoms Up! 

- B.M. & D.K. 




